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Remember the order of adjectives before a noun in your writing.

1. Opinion	 :	fashionable,	generous,	scruffy
2. Size : tiny, enormous, short
3. Shape : cylindrical, oval, circular
4. Age : old, sixty-year-old, brand-new
5. Colour : purple, brown, pink
6. Origin : ndian, Japanese, talian
7. Material : plastic, wooden, woollen
8. Purpose : sports, basketball, camping

Order of  Adjectives1
Grammar

Arrange the adjectives in the correct order.

1 expensive five-star

  hotel

2 horror popular French

  novel

3 white fluffy light

  snow

4 modern glass coffee

  table
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5 unique table German

  lamp

6 red woollen long

  scarf

7 Arabic colourful interesting

  storybook

8 young fat American

  lady

Science TechnologyTechnology ReadingReading Engineering ArtsArts Maths

Activity: Let’s See the New Seven Wonders of the World
Steps

1) Search on the nternet for ‘The New Seven Wonders of the World’. Choose one of the seven 
monuments to find out more. Where is it? When was it built? How was it built?

2) Create a slide show about the monument. Describe what is special about this monument.

 e.g. The Great Wall of China is the oldest New Seven Wonders of the World. 

3) nclude real reviews and pictures of this monument.

STREAM
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Exercise 5Exercise 5

We use ‘fewer’ for countable nouns. We use ‘less’ for uncountable nouns. We can use ‘more’ for 
both countable and uncountable nouns.

Jennifer has more marbles than Ben. 
Ben has fewer marbles than Jennifer.

There is more water in the jug. 
There is less water in the glass.
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Quantifiers ‘Fewer’, 
‘Less’ and ‘More’5

Fill in each blank with ‘fewer’, ‘less’ or ‘more’.

1 This teapot is bigger. You can pour  tea into it .

2 The food is delicious. May  have ?

3  Jack was disappointed because  people came to his birthday party 

this year.

4 This bag, which is lighter, contains  potatoes.

5  Could you please pour  tea into the teapot? t is not quite enough 

yet.

6  Mary asked her mother for  money this week to buy some books for 

school.

7  With  sugar, the coffee is very bitter.

8  My sister can’t eat this much. You should give her  rice.

Grammar in a Minute
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Exercise 6Exercise 6

A compound word is made up of two or more words.

 Example:

 bath + room   =  bathroom

Form a compound word by adding another word to each word. Choose the correct 
word from the box.

child crow fly cutter light
chair house port fast flake

1 air +   =  

2 break +   =  

3 snow +   =  

4 wood +   =  

5 moon +   =  

6 scare +   =  

7 grand +   =  

8 arm +   =  

9 green +   =  

10 fire +   =  
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